
The needs around delivering continued education and membership 
management can change radically from one organization to the next. 
CE21’s technology platform has been created from the ground up to be 
incredibly adjustable and flexible, allowing organizations to spend less 
time dwelling on “the how” and more time serving their clientele by 
reliably delivering high-quality content.

Constructed as a complete, cloud-based CE registration, delivery, and automated 
certification system, the CE21 Trident Learning Management System (LMS) 
encourages members of organizations to expand their knowledge and stay current 
on the newest developments, regulations, and standards in the way they desire (or 
demand!). Every aspect of the system, from the images and labels used to the catalog 
and viewer layouts, can be customized to fit your organization’s specific CE needs.

Designed to be the most powerful and affordable Association Management System 
(AMS) accessible to any association, regardless of size or budget, Lighthouse 
empowers your staff to deliver on your association’s mission. CE21 has combined 
our Award-Winning LMS with a robust set of tools that utilize automation to help 
create efficiencies that will make for a seamless experience for your members, staff, 
and other stakeholders.

With over 42M hours of streaming content on our platform, CE21 has the extensive 
expertise to understand what makes a successful event. We can help you design 
the right meeting environment for your organization. CE21 can help you record 
and stream your in-person events, host events incorporating in-person and virtual 
components, and host an entirely virtual conference with robust accreditation 
features. If circumstances change, we can help you pivot to another CE21 service.

Website: CE21.COM  •  Email: SALES@CE21.COM  •  Tel: (512) 793-9183

All CE21 Products

Customization + API Integration

We understand that your business is complex and unique – which is why we provide 
multiple integration possibilities and complete customization as part of our services.

Client Support

In addition to providing your organization with an excellent array of products, CE21 
provides a support team to assist your clients at no additional cost. We understand 
that not all organizations have the ability to staff a full support team. The support team 
at CE21 is composed of highly-trained individuals who know all the ins and outs of the 
CE21 Manager, allowing your organization to focus on creating impactful content.
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